Organic waste is biodegradable material that can decompose into useful materials (soil, biofuel, etc.) under the right disposal conditions (including food scraps, landscaping waste, wood, paper products, manure, organic textiles, and more). The exact list of materials collected as organic waste can vary by jurisdiction. The party that takes your waste away (your own private hauler or your municipality/governing body) will be able to tell you exactly what they can process as organic waste and what is still going to the landfill.

Why are so many jurisdictions mandating organic waste programs?

The main motivation behind these programs is to reduce emissions of methane gas caused by rotting organics trapped in landfills. ‘Re-earthing’ organic waste into usable materials such as compost soil and biofuel, or diverting it altogether, will significantly reduce the amount of methane released into the atmosphere, and go a long way toward slowing down climate change. For specific examples and more information on the many uses for organic waste, check out the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)’s Food Recovery & Compost resource page.

WHAT IS ORGANIC WASTE?

Organic waste is biodegradable material that can decompose into useful materials (soil, biofuel, etc.) under the right disposal conditions (including food scraps, landscaping waste, wood, paper products, manure, organic textiles, and more).

The exact list of materials collected as organic waste can vary by jurisdiction. The party that takes your waste away (your own private hauler or your municipality/governing body) will be able to tell you exactly what they can process as organic waste and what is still going to the landfill.
**Kitchen Composters™**

**KC2000:**
- 2.25 Gallon Capacity
- Micro-vent Lid
- Convenient Handle

**FEATURES:**
- Rounded corners and dishwasher safe for easy cleaning
- Can be mounted inside a cupboard door (hardware not included)
- Fits ALL standard paper and plastic composting bags

**HANGING Waste Basket.**

**BC1500:**
- 0.75 Gallon Capacity,
- Lid Stamped with “Organics” Included

**FEATURES:**
- Encourages desk-side organics collection
- Rounded edges for easy cleaning
- Lightweight and portable
- Can be mounted to a desk or wall (hardware not included)

---

**INCLUDED:**
- Dark Green Ellipse-Slim Body
- Full Opening Lid
- Designer Organics Label

---

**FEATURES:**
- Lightweight lid for easy maintenance
- Rigid plastic liners
- Lead-in openings maintain cleanliness
- Unlimited combinations available

---

**INCLUDED:**
- Dark Green Cube-Slim Body
- Full Opening Lid
- Designer Organics Label

---

**FEATURES:**
- Lightweight lid for easy maintenance
- Rigid plastic liners
- Lead-in openings maintain cleanliness
- Unlimited combinations available

---

Contact **THE BUSCH TEAM** For a Quote
1-800-565-9931 • sales@buschsystems.com
Waste Watcher™

INCLUDED:
• 23 Gallon (30”H) Container in Green
• Vented Lift-Lid & Signframe
• “Organics Only” Sign & Label

FEATURES:
• Optional Connector kits, Sign frame kits, and wheel-dolly kits available
• Easy grip handles
• Multiple lid styles and colors at no additional cost

CUSTOMIZE!
Signage, Labels and Decals Available

Optional Wheel Dolly

Waste WatcherXL™

INCLUDED:
• 32 Gallon (30”H) Container in Green
• Vented Lift-Lid & Signframe
• “Organics Only” Sign & Label

FEATURES:
• Optional Connector kits, Sign frame kits, and wheel-dolly kits available
• Easy grip handles
• Multiple lid styles and colors at no additional cost

CUSTOMIZE!
Signage, Labels and Decals Available

Optional Wheel Dolly

Contact THE BUSCH TEAM For a Quote
1-800-565-9931 • sales@buschsystems.com